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Racially Identifiable Schools within District
If you have been notified by the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) that your district has a racially identifiable school,
please list each of those schools below. Add additional lines as needed.

1. Enter text here.
2. Enter text here.
3. Enter text here.

4. Enter text here.
5. Enter text here.
6. Enter text here.

Plans for racially identifiable schools should include the same information and follow the same format as districtwide
plans. Provide that information in the Racially Identifiable School section of this document.

Partnering Districts Racially isolated districts must partner with adjoining districts on student integration strategies
(Minn. R. 3535.0170). List the districts you will partner with, adding additional lines as needed. Provide the name of your
integration collaborative if you have one: Enter name.

1. Shakopee Public Schools RI - Racially
Isolated

2. Jordan Public Schools A - Adjoining
3. Enter text here. Choose district status.
4. Enter text here. Choose district status.

School Board Approval
☒     We certify that we have approved this Achievement and Integration plan and will implement it as part of our
district’s World’s Best Workforce plan (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 4).

☒     We certify that we sought and received input on integration goals and strategies from councils as described on page
2. The council(s) included representation and meaningful input from our American Indian Parent Advisory Committee as
required by Minnesota Rules 3535.0160, subpart 2, and Minnesota Rules 3535.0170, subparts 2-5.

Superintendent: Enter name.
Signature: Date Signed: Enter date.

School Board Chair: Enter name.

Signature: Date Signed: Enter date.



Plan Input
Minnesota School Desegregation/Integration Rule, part 3535.0170, subpart 2, requires racially isolated and adjoining

districts to establish a multidistrict collaboration council to provide input on integration goals and to identify

cross-district strategies to improve student integration.

Districts with racially identifiable schools are required to convene a community collaboration council to assist in

developing integration goals and to identify ways of creating increased opportunities for integration at the racially

identifiable schools (Minn. R. 3535.0160, subp. 2).

American Indian Parent Advisory Committee Districts with an American Indian parent advisory committee must
include representation from this committee on the councils described above (Minn. R. 3535.0160, subp. 2, and
3535.0170, subp. 3).

For stakeholder input to be meaningful, it should be based on open communication and coordination that acknowledges
and considers the views of all participants. For steps to ensure that input from your council is meaningful, see the
Facilitation Guide in the Achievement and Integration Plan Guide, and see the Tribal Consultation Guidance.

Below, list your council members and identify American Indian parent committee members. Briefly describe council

members’ recommendations for your district-wide plan and for your racially identifiable school plans, as applicable. You

may also include meeting dates and describe the process you used to ensure meaningful input from council members.

Multidistrict Collaboration Council: Kevin Schuttinger, Director of Teaching and Learning, Prior Lake-Savage Area Schools

Ray Betton, Equity Supervisor, Shakopee Public Schools

Chad Williams, Director of Special Services, Jordan Public Schools

Community Collaboration Council for Racially Identifiable School(s): Enter text here.

Submitting this Plan
Submit your completed plan as a Word document to MDE for review and approval (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 4).
Once it’s signed, scan the signature page and save it as a separate PDF. Email your plan and signature page to
MDE.integration@state.mn.us.

Detailed directions and support for completing this plan can be found in the Achievement and Integration Plan Guide.

Achievement and Integration Goals

This plan must contain three types of goals, at least one for each of the following:

1. Reducing the disparities in academic achievement among all students and specific categories of students
excluding the categories of gender, disability, and English learners.

2. Reducing the disparities in equitable access to effective and more diverse teachers among all students and
specific categories of students excluding the categories of gender, disability, and English learners.

3. Increasing racial and economic integration (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 2 (a)).

Goal #1: The average number of days absent for students who qualify for Free/Reduced priced
lunch in grades 6-12 will decrease from an average of 3.8 days absent per year in 2018-19 to an
average of 3.0 days absent per year in 2023. Aligns with WBWF area: All racial and economic
achievement gaps between students are closed.
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Goal type: Achievement Disparity

Goal #1.1: The average number of days absent for students who qualify for Free/Reduced
priced lunch in grades K-5 will decrease from an average of 5.0 days absent per year in 2018-19
to an average of 4.0 days absent per year in 2023. Aligns with WBWF area: All racial and economic
achievement gaps between students are closed.

Goal type: Achievement Disparity

Goal #2: The average number of days absent for American Indian students in grades K-12 will
decrease from an average 6.1 days absent per year in 2018-19 to an average of 3.5 days absent
per year in 2023. Aligns with WBWF area: All racial and economic achievement gaps between
students are closed.

Goal type: Achievement Disparity

Goal #3: The four-year graduation rate for Black or African-American students will increase
from 68.8% in 2018 to 80% in 2023. Aligns with WBWF area: All students graduate from high school.

Goal type: Achievement Disparity

Goal #4: The percentage of students who qualify for Free/Reduced Priced Lunch attending
MNCAPS (The Minnesota center for Advanced Professional Studies – a partnership of
education, industry and community, immersing all-students in profession-based learning
experiences) will increase from 3.6% to 6% of total MNCAPS enrollment by 2023. Aligns
with WBWF area: All students are ready for career and college.

Goal type: Achievement Disparity

Goal #5 (Collaborative Goal): Students in grades 6-12 who participate in Caring and Committed
Conversations will self-report an increase in their level of comfort with initiating and maintaining positive
relationships with students different from themselves (racially/ethnically diverse, socioeconomically) from
_________ in 2020 to an average comfort level of 4 out of 5 on a 5-point Likert scale by the end of the 2022-23
school year. Aligns with WBWF area: All racial and economic achievement gaps between
students are closed.

Goal type: Integration

Goal #6 : PLSAS students’ access to effective educators trained in Culturally and Linguistically Responsive
Teaching Strategies will increase from 50% in 2020 to 90% in 2022/23. Aligns with WBWF area: All
racial and economic achievement gaps between students are closed.

Goal type: Integration
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Strategies

Each goal should have at least one strategy. Number each strategy sequentially and give it a unique name. For each
strategy, provide a narrative description as explained below.

Districts may use Achievement and Integration revenue to pursue racial and economic integration and reduce
achievement disparities between student groups through the types of strategies listed in the Type of Strategy drop-down
menus below (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 2).

Integration Requirement At least one of your strategies must be a student integration activity designed and
implemented to bring together students from a racially isolated district with students from that district’s adjoining
Achievement and Integration districts (Minn. R. 3535.0170).

Copy and paste the strategy section below for each additional strategy.

NOTE: If a strategy is intentionally developed to support multiple goals, list its unique name and number and provide the
narrative description for that strategy under one goal. Include that strategy’s unique number and name under the other
goals it supports. You do not have to copy the narrative description for that strategy under multiple goals.

Strategy Name and # 1. Initiative to Reduce Chronic Absenteeism and improve student achievement
(Goals 1,2)

Type of Strategy: Innovative and integrated pre-K-12 learning environments. * If you choose this, complete the
Integrated Learning Environments section below.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☒  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☐  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☒  Increases graduation rates.
☐  Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.

Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.

Our needs assessment and subsequent discussion with our district’s leadership team confirm that we have
attendance disparities between groups of students that contribute to achievement and opportunity gaps
present in the district.  Though our schools have many school and community resources available to our
students, we have not specifically aligned the work to combat chronic absenteeism and attendance issues in
the subgroups which demonstrate the most need.  To manage this work, we will maintain or increase FTE
allocated to Deans in our elementary and secondary schools. The Deans will assess the needs of our
chronically absent students and their families, coordinate attendance-focused interventions with counselors,
social workers, and teachers, make students and families aware of services within the district and community,
work with community partners to align their services with students and their family needs, and closely monitor
student attendance and continuously evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions they employ.

Our ongoing continuous improvement cycle and needs assessment has uncovered a need for tutors and other academic
support for students struggling during distance and hybrid learning this school year.  Direct academic support will lead to
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improved student engagement, attendance, and achievement.  We plan to provide direct tutoring and academic support
for secondary students, and increased print and instructional resources for elementary students.

Location of services: District elementary and secondary schools

Strategy Name and # 2.Support for engaging American Indian students and families (Goal 2)

Type of Strategy: Family engagement initiatives to increase student achievement.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☐  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☐  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☐  Increases graduation rates.
☐  Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.

Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.

Our needs assessment and subsequent discussion with our district’s leadership team, and our American Indian
Parent Advisory Committee confirm that we have attendance disparities between our American Indian students
and other student groups.  Though our schools have many school and community resources available to our
students, we have a further need to align the work to combat chronic absenteeism and attendance issues
among our American Indian students.  To improve attendance and school engagement among our American
Indian students, we will dedicate $20,000 from our Achievement and Integration funding to complement state
and federal funds aligned with our American Indian education program.  The funds will specifically support our
American Indian Education coordinator position, which leads programs and activities designed to increase
home-school connections, facilitate communication between school staff and American Indian students and
families, and increase the cultural competence of our administrators, teachers, and support staff.

Location of services: Districtwide

Strategy Name and # 3.Part-time East-African Cultural Liaison and additional cultural liaison  time(Goal
3)

Type of Strategy: Family engagement initiatives to increase student achievement.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☐  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☐  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☐  Increases graduation rates.
☐  Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.
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Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.

Our needs assessment and subsequent discussion with our district’s leadership team confirm that we have
attendance and behavior disparities between groups of students, which contribute to achievement and
opportunity gaps present in the district.  The liaison will build positive relationship between students, staff and
families by facilitating communication between school staff and families in our East African community.  The
liaison will provide resources and organize learning opportunities for staff and families.  The goal is to empower
staff to better understand and support families and for families to work with schools to improve achievement for
their students.

In addition, the challenges posed by distance and hybrid learning this year have led to additional needs for liaisons to
serve other cultural groups in our community, including our LatinX community.

Location of services: Districtwide

Strategy Name and # 4.Transportation to Reduce Opportunity Gaps (Goal 4)

Type of Strategy: Career/college readiness and rigorous coursework for underserved students, including students
enrolled in ALC.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☐  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☐  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☐  Increases graduation rates.
☐  Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.

Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.

The Minnesota center for Advanced Professional Studies (MNCAPS) is a partnership of education, industry
and community, immersing all-students in profession-based learning experiences  The program is operated
through a partnership between ISD 719 and Farmington Public Schools, and it serves students from both
districts.  Students can earn a significant number of college credits within MNCAPS courses, as well as gaining
valuable experience working with business and industry leaders.  The program is housed in a location
convenient to students from both districts, but not within the boundaries of either district.  Students currently
have to provide their own transportation to attend, and this has deterred some students from enrolling.  We
seek to provide free transportation between Prior Lake High School and MNCAPS to reduce or eliminate
barriers for students to participate in the program..

Location of services: Prior Lake High School, MNCAPS

Strategy Name and # 5. Cross-district Caring and Committed Conversations (Integration Strategy)
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Type of Strategy: Innovative and integrated pre-K-12 learning environments. * If you choose this, complete the
Integrated Learning Environments section below.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☐  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☒  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☐  Increases graduation rates.
☐  Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.

Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.

The purpose of Caring and Committed Conversations is to increase real and authentic student voice around
things happening inside and outside our schools and communities and to help students build relationships with
each other through smaller group discussions.   These conversations are facilitated by teachers and other
adults from our districts, but they are led by students. 

Topics of Caring and Committed conversations can include “Should we learn hard history?” Before the
conversation ends, each table summarizes the discussion from their table and creates three truths that they
took away from the conversation. These statements can create change, whether in curriculum, understanding,
or mindset. 

We will have at least one cross-district Caring and Committed Conversation, and each district will also carry on
the work in their own contexts throughout the years.

Location of services: Varies between Jordan, Shakopee, and Prior Lake-Savage

Strategy Name and # 6. Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teacher Trainings

Type of Strategy: Professional development opportunities focused on academic achievement of all students.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☐  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☐  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☐  Increases graduation rates.
☐  Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.

Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.
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PLSAS teachers will be provided with intentional professional learning opportunities focused on culturally and
linguistically responsive teaching and learning.  This will be supported both by districtwide trainings and
opportunities and also site-specific trainings and professional learning opportunities provided by site CLR Lead
Teachers.

Location of services: Varies

Strategy Name and # 7. District Equity and Inclusion Coordinator/liaison position

Type of Strategy: Professional development opportunities focused on academic achievement of all students.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☐  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☑  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☑  Increases graduation rates.
☑ Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.

Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.

This expenditure will support funding of a new Districtwide Equity and Inclusion coordinator/liaison position. This new
position will provide leadership to ensure equitable access, opportunities and outcomes for all District 719 students. This
position will lead and coordinate work related to Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching, community outreach
(including working with our cultural liaisons), Caring and Committed Conversations with students and more; This new
position will also work closely with the HR department to lead district efforts to recruit and retain BIPOC staff.

Location of services: Varies

Strategy Name and # 8. Funding for interpreting and translation

Type of Strategy:Family engagement initiatives to increase student achievement.

Integrated Learning Environments (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 1 (c)). If you chose Innovative and integrated pre-K

through grade 12 learning environments as the strategy type above, your narrative description should describe how the

different aspects of integrated learning environments listed below are part of that strategy:

☐  Uses policies, curriculum, or trained instructors
and other advocates to support magnet schools,
differentiated instruction, or targeted interventions.
☐  Provides school enrollment choices.

☑  Increases cultural fluency, competency, and
interaction.
☑  Increases graduation rates.
☑ Increases access to effective and diverse teachers.
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Narrative description of this strategy. Based on your description below someone reading your plan should understand
what you are proposing to do, why you are doing it, and be able to recognize it if they see it. For example, explain what
this activity will look like, what will be taught, which students will participate, how students are selected, intended
outcomes for students, what will be assessed, how instruction will be delivered, and where will this take place.

The past year (20-21) has highlighted a need we have had for many years.  We have struggled to properly translate and
provide interpretation for the numerous communications sent from the district to students and families.  Achievement
and Integration funding will support additional translation and interpretation services for the district, including the use of
Language Line.

Key Indicators

These indicators are the evidence you will use to document how well each strategy is being implemented and whether or

not they are helping bring about the intended outcomes for students. Use these indicators to assess the effectiveness of

your strategies and to adjust what you’re doing.

For strategies that provide school enrollment choices, such as magnet schools, and strategies that decrease racial and

economic enrollment disparities, include at least one indicator that measures enrollment disaggregated by race/ethnicity

and free or reduced-priced lunch (FRPL). Disaggregating your data may be relevant for other types of strategies such as

those designed to increase access to effective and diverse teachers.

Key Indicators of Progress (KIP)

List key indicators of progress for this strategy and annual targets for each
indicator. Choose indicators that will help you know if the strategy is creating
the outcomes you want to see.

Target
2021

Target
2022

Target
2023

Example: The percentage of American Indian students enrolling into
concurrent enrollment classes will increase by 10 percentage points each
year. 2020 enrollment is 32 percent.

42% 52% 62%

Strategy 1: The average number of days absent for students who qualify for
Free/Reduced priced lunch in grades 6-12 will decrease from an average of
3.8 days absent per year in 2018-19 to an average of 3.0 days absent per
year in 2023

3.6 3.3 3.0

Strategy 1: The average number of days absent for students who qualify for
Free/Reduced priced lunch in grades K-5 will decrease from an average of
3.8 days absent per year in 2018-19 to an average of 3.0 days absent per
year in 2023

4.66 4.33 4.0

Strategy 2: The average number of days absent for American Indian students
in grades K-12 will decrease from an average 6.1 days absent per year in
2018-19 to an average of 3.5 days absent per year in 2023.

5.2 4.3 3.5

Strategy 3: The four-year graduation rate for Black or African-American Students
will increase from 68.8% in 2018 to 80% in 2023.

72% 75% 80%

Strategy 4: The percentage of ISD 719 students who qualify for
Free/Reduced price lunch attending MNCAPS will increase from 3.6% to 6%
of total ISD 719 MNCAPS enrolment by 2023.

4% 5% 6%
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Strategy 5: Percentage of staff who indicate on an exit survey a 4 out of 5 or
above on a 5-point Likert scale indicating level of comfort with initiating and
maintaining positive relationships with students different from themselves.

50% 75% 90%

PLSAS students’ access to effective educators trained in Culturally and
Linguistically Responsive Teaching Strategies will increase from 50% in 2020
to 90% in 2022/23

50% 70% 90%

This data will be used to support evaluation of your plan (Minn. Stat. § 124D.861, subd. 5).

Copy and paste the strategy and key indicator sections above for each additional strategy supporting this goal. Number
each strategy sequentially regardless of the number of goals in your plan. When you are done adding strategies, this plan
will have only one Strategy #1, one Strategy #2, etc.

Remember to copy and paste the goal section when adding additional goals.

Creating Efficiencies and Eliminating Duplicative Programs
Briefly explain how this plan will create efficiencies and eliminate duplicative programs and services (Minn. Stat. §

124D.861, subd. 2 (c)). Working as a collaborative team allowed us to

share strategies, results, and tentative plans for future professional development related to equity

and student achievement. Our collaborative goal will also allow us to align presenters and

leadership teams across the collaborative to share best practices and progress.
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